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ISSUE 5 – SUMMER 2007
ABOUT MEDIA ACCESS AUSTRALIA
Media Access Australia is a not-for-profit, public benevolent institution and Australia’s primary media access organisation. Our role is to provide information about media access and to develop and apply technological solutions to media access issues.
MAA is the new name for the public benevolent institution formerly known as the Australian Caption Centre, which was founded in 1982. As the ACC, we provided captioning services for all the Australian television networks, as well as the captioning of television commercials, live theatre, videos and DVDs, and pioneered the audio description of DVDs in Australia in 2005. The captioning and other commercial operations of the former Australian Caption Centre were sold to Red Bee Media in 2006. MAA no longer engages in the provision of commercial access services. 
MAA is based in Sydney and works in collaboration with consumer organisations, Government and industry across the country.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MEDIA ACCESS?
Media access services include, but are not limited to, captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and audio description for the blind and vision impaired. MAA is committed to increasing the awareness and use of these services in television, DVDs and videos, cinema, theatre performances, exhibitions and other media.
The Media Access Report will cover key developments in media access in both Australia and around the world, as well as providing statistical and other information on current levels of access.
DISCLAIMER
Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.  
SUBMISSIONS
We are interested in receiving submissions for publication in The Media Access Report, including accounts of media or events that have been made accessible, research papers, and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au
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MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Glossary
Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 
Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and
Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   
Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.
Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a stenographic keyboard.
Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK. 
Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions on television. 
Acronyms
Below is a table of acronyms used by Media Access Australia.
ACE
Australian Communication Exchange
ACMA
Australian Communications and Media Authority
AVSDA
Australian Video and Software Distributors’ Association
DBCDE
The Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
DCITA
Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts
FCC
Federal Communications Commission (US)
HREOC
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
MAA
Media Access Australia
NCAM
National Center for Accessible Media (US)
NFB
National Federation of the Blind (US)
NSFW
National Schools Film Week (UK)
Ofcom
Office of Communications (UK)
RNID
Royal National Institute for the Deaf
TEITAC
Telecommunications and Electronic and Information Technology Advisory Committee (US)
MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Communications Minister appointed
Senator Stephen Conroy has been appointed as the new Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy in the newly elected Federal Labor Government. Senator Conroy was previously the Opposition Spokesman for this portfolio. Senator Conroy represents Victoria in the Senate. 
Whilst the rollout of broadband was a major election issue, there has been less discussion about television policy (particularly the switch off of analog television) and other electronic media areas. The Minister also broadly supported the Departmental investigation into media access for deaf and blind people. It is hoped that this investigation will progress now that the Minister has been appointed and the Government is out of caretaker mode.
Investigation into media accessibility
As reported in an addendum to The Media Access Report 4, the Federal Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy (DBCDE, former DCITA) is conducting a formal investigation into access to electronic media. Initially this investigation was to cover captioning only, but has since been broadened to include audio description.  
The investigation covers a broad range of issues, including the current levels of access in Australia, comparisons with international benchmarks and where improvements can be made. The range of media includes television (both free-to-air and subscription), cinema, the Internet, DVDs and downloads.
The investigation will be in the form of a report tabled to Parliament, and the departmental investigation must be completed by 30 April 2008.  
The catalyst for the investigation seems to have been the motion in the Federal Senate by Democrats Senator Natasha Stott Despoja. Her original motion (reported in The Media Access Report 4) called for a broad Senate enquiry into captioning for media. Following the announcement of the investigation by Communications Minister Helen Coonan, Senator Stott Despoja agreed to withdraw her motion.  
The investigation has not unexpectedly received strong support from consumer organisations and others representing deaf and blind people.  
Reactions to the announcement:
Senator Natasha Stott Despoja:
"I welcome Minister Coonan's acknowledgement that, especially given the rapid technology advances in the media, it is time for a reassessment of this area," Australian Democrats' Senator for South Australia, Senator Natasha Stott Despoja said. "It is high time the adequacy of captioning in Australia and the access of deaf and hearing impaired Australians to a range of services, including electronic media, were re-examined. Australia lags well behind comparable countries such as the United States and United Kingdom on this issue."
Blind Citizens Australia: 
“This is a great step forward for people who are blind or vision impaired,” declared Robyn McKenzie, Executive Officer of Blind Citizens Australia. “Often access to information is thought about in terms of functional matters, such as being able to read your bills or your textbooks. 
“However, it is important that people who are blind or vision impaired are acknowledged as people who have the same desires to watch DVDs, movies and TV shows as everyone else and accessibility is crucial for this to be achieved” said Ms McKenzie. “Being able to use audio description to follow facial expressions, actions, visual gags or even just a DVD menu makes a huge difference.”
Deafness Forum
“Going to the cinema, watching TV, viewing movies from a website or even accessing live events can be difficult, if not impossible, for people who are Deaf or hearing impaired, unless captions are provided,” said Deafness Forum CEO, Nicole Lawder. 
“We hope that this inquiry will uncover the extent of the problem, and ways to address it, because in these cases, people who are Deaf or have a hearing impairment are being discriminated against,” said Ms Lawder.
“Over the past few years we have worked with various industries to increase the amount of captioning. In some areas, there has been enormous progress, goodwill and cooperation – but this is not the case in all industries. And we are well behind captioning progress in other countries, such as the US and the UK,” Ms Lawder added. 
Australian Association of the Deaf 
“Australian Association of the Deaf (AAD) is delighted with the announcement today by the Minister for Communications, Information Technology and the Arts, Senator Helen Coonan, of an investigation into access to electronic media for people who are Deaf or hard of hearing.
“AAD appreciates this initiative by Senator Coonan and Senator Natasha Stott Despoja, who raised the need for this investigation in the Senate in late August.
Access to electronic media, which for Deaf and hard of hearing people usually means captioning on television, DVDs and the Internet, in cinemas, and in public places such as train stations and airports is vital for Deaf and hard of hearing people.”
Next steps
The Department will release an issues paper seeking public comments for input into its report.
WGBH receives grant to explore captioned handheld media
WGBH’s National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM) has received a grant of US$600,000 from the Department of Education's National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, to research and develop technical solutions for delivering captioned content to iPods, cell phones, PDAs and other mobile devices.
Larry Goldberg, WGBH’s Director of Media Access, noted that none of the existing technologies that deliver content to handheld devices can transmit captions. "From TV programs to school science experiments to corporate training presentations, more and more video content is being delivered through handheld media. Yet the 28 million Americans who are Deaf and hard of hearing can’t fully benefit from this content because it lacks captions."
The grant will finance a three-year project that will produce prototypes of handheld devices that can display captions, as well as exploring and developing strategies for captioning media that is streamed directly to handheld devices. WGBH’s technological partners in the project are AOL, Hewlett-Packard Company, the Open Media Network and Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
For more information, see: http://ncam.wgbh.org/news/mobilemedia.html
California moves towards mandating website access in Target case
In 2006, the National Federation of the Blind, (NFB), a not-for-profit organisation based in Baltimore, and one of its members, Bruce Sexton, a student at Berkeley, California, sued the supermarket chain Target on the grounds that its website was not accessible by blind Internet users. The suit noted that images on the site lacked text descriptions that could be read by screen readers, navigation headings were missing, and purchases could only be made using a mouse. The suit was filed “on behalf of all blind people in California”.
In October 2007, US District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel in the Court for the Northern District of California, ruled that the case is eligible for class action status.
Judge Patel had previously ruled that the inaccessibility of Target’s website impeded the full and equal access of goods and services, and rejected Target’s attempts to have the case thrown out on the grounds that it had made some improvements to the site’s accessibility.
In her judgment, Judge Patel noted that, in addition to Target’s obligations under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), California’s Unruh Act provides that all Americans, regardless of their disability, “are entitled to the full and equal accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges, or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever”.
Some questions remain to be resolved. Previous judgments have suggested that the Unruh Act only applies to intentional discrimination unless the case is premised on an ADA violation, but the NFB argues that disability discrimination is characterised by inaction. Judge Patel was inclined to accept their view, but stopped short of ruling definitively on the matter. Patel also wrote that the meaning of “full and open access” is still an open question.
Many startup and Web 2.0 (i.e. interactive website) companies operate in California and they will have to factor access into their services if a class action succeeds. And while the case is being heard under Californian law, it could ultimately force businesses across America to ensure their websites are accessible.
ABC and Vision Australia’s audio book partnership
ABC Commercial and Vision Australia have announced a partnership to ensure the continued supply of audio books for the blind and vision impaired.
The joint venture will allow Vision Australia to produce up to 60 book titles a year from ABC’s extensive range of book titles, and will make these available to the entire community through the ABC Shop Online, and ABC stores and centres.
After the ABC Audio service was scrapped earlier this year, Vision Australia responded by partnering ABC Commercial to ensure that the production of audio books continued.
For more information, see:
http://www.visionaustralia.org.au/info.aspx?page=823&news=409

The Print Disability Round Table Conference 2008
The Round Table on Information Access for People with Print Disabilities Inc is calling for papers for its annual national conference.  
The 2008 conference will be in Melbourne from 11-15 April. The theme of the conference is ‘The Power of Cross Sector Collaboration: Investigating working relationships across the private, public, government and not-for-profit sectors’.  
A call for papers is on the website: http://www.e-bility.com/roundtable/conference.php
MAA CEO Alex Varley presented a paper on access to cinema at this year’s conference in Adelaide. The conference attracts a wide range of speakers from across the sector, including international experts. 
UK starts analog switchoff
Whitehaven and Copeland in Cumbria (Northern England) has become the first area in the UK to switch off analog television. It started on 17 October and was completed by 14 November 2007.
A major issue with switchover is equipment and assistance. Digital UK has developed a number of assistive measures which it trialled in Whitehaven. A handheld aerial checker was available to rent from local retailers for people with concerns about reception. Also, teletext page 284 has been set up as a reception check, using a grid of white boxes.  
The Digital UK website listed approved retailers and installers (using the ‘Digital Tick’ branding scheme) in the area. The help scheme included running four digital help centres at various locations. The scheme has specific eligibility requirements. You are eligible if you, your partner or a dependent child are:
4	Entitled to one of the following social security benefits: Disability Living Allowance, Constant Attendance Allowance (CAA) under the Industrial Injuries Disablement Benefit scheme and CAA and War Pensioners Mobility Supplement under the pre-2005 War Pensions scheme 
4	Registered as being blind or partially sighted 
4	75 years or over
For these people, the assistance will cost no more than £40 (and in some cases will be free). Assistance includes a Freeview digital box and an aerial upgrade. It can also be used toward the cost of a digital television recorder or a digital TV. Alternatively it can be used for a discount on a Sky subscription or Sky Freesat. All residents in the area were contacted about the help scheme via mail.
If you are eligible and have a partner or dependent child who is also eligible then you will only get help to convert one TV set between you. However, if there is another adult living at the same address who is also eligible they will be counted as a separate unit and will also receive help to convert a TV set. 
Start date for Scotland's switchoff
Scotland will begin the switch to digital television on November 6 next year. TV viewers across Scotland are being urged to get set for the change through a national campaign launched on 29 October. Scottish Borders will become the first area in Scotland to switch when analog TV signals are turned off from the Selkirk transmitter and replaced with a stronger digital signal.
Digital television in Australia
Media Access Australia is tracking the approaches to digital switchover in various places, particularly how the issues for disadvantaged people are being addressed.  A new section on our main website has been set up dealing with this topic. It can be found at: http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/c.aspx?id=113
Introducing the HD Tick
The purchase of a new TV these days can be a perplexing experience, especially when you add the complication of making sure you purchase one that will display captions.  
The Australian Digital Suppliers Industry Forum (ADSIF) has released a new logo, called the HD Tick, that will alert consumers to TVs that are certified to have High Definition screen resolution, but most importantly, have built-in digital receivers that meet Australian Standard 4933.  
One of the requirements for Australian Standard 4933 is the reception of captions.  Therefore you can be assured that if the product you are interested in purchasing displays the HD Tick, you will be able to receive captions.  
Media Access Australia still recommends that consumers view captions on a television set in store before purchasing.  
The HD Tick logo is a trademark of the Australian Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association.
For a list of televisions that display the HD Tick, go to: http://www.hdtick.com.au/products.htm
US digital equipment testing
With the Americans switching off analog in just over a year’s time, the Federal government’s equipment coupon program is about to commence.  Congress has approved over US$1 billion in funding to cover the reimbursement of up to two US$40 vouchers per household towards the cost of up to two digital receivers.  
The program is for eligible receivers only and it is possible that other set-top box converters and other equipment will be marketed outside of the coupon program.  
The final rule adopted by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) is that manufacturers must conduct tests or have independent laboratories conduct tests to ensure that each converter meets the features and performance requirements set out in the regulations. This includes providing detailed certified test results and a sample of the tested equipment to the NTIA.  
The NTIA has entered into an agreement with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the broadcasting regulator, to allow the FCC to review any test results, and the FCC may also test converter boxes. There is a general agreement that any review of test results and additional testing will be conducted within 15 days of submission to ensure that eligible converters can then be released to market.  
The coupon program includes tracking and other security components to ensure that only approved converter boxes are eligible for the coupon scheme. This includes a closed captioning decoding requirement.  
The NTIA also has reserved the right to spot test any approved equipment during the coupon program period. 
The coupon program starts on 1 January 2008, although is it expected that it may take up to 3 months before some retailers have included the point-of-sale and other verification information in their systems and can therefore offer the discounts for eligible converters.  
For more information: www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/frnotices/2007/DTVFinalRule_2f.htm" www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/frnotices/2007/DTVFinalRule_2f.htm
WGBH establishes Internet Captioning Forum
Boston-based National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM) is establishing and managing the Internet Captioning Forum (ICF). This is a collaboration between NCAM, AOL, Google, Microsoft and Yahoo! to address technical issues associated with repurposing captions from broadcast or other sources for the web, as well as material created for the web.  
Repurposing captions for use in different media formats has been taking place since the 1980s, when television programs were first released as open-captioned videos, and NTSC format television captions began to be converted to PAL teletext captions. More recently, there has been conversion to DVD from cinema captioning formats and television programs. The BBC conducted a trial with its iBBC download formats earlier in 2007 (which is awaiting rollout). The ICF initiative will be the first comprehensive approach to converting captions for web use, irrespective of formats.  
The ICF is expected to work towards a range of solutions, including:
4	A database of online media distributors and previously captioned programs.  This will help locate suitable existing caption files.
4	Technical and standards documents, case studies and best practice in online captioning.
4	Demonstrations of innovative practices to preserve captions while editing and digitising captioned videos.  
“More and more people are turning to the Internet to get their news, watch programs and other video," said WGBH's Director of Media Access, Larry Goldberg. "The scarcity of captions online is due to a variety of challenges, including a proliferation of media and text formats and players, editing of programs originally distributed with captions, and lack of clear online caption production and delivery requirements. The founding members of the ICF are all companies long dedicated to making their products and services accessible to people with disabilities. They recognize that working together on this challenge is the best, fastest and most practical way to get more captioned video on the Web.”
New online captioning innovations
While progress on making program downloads available with captions continues to be lamentably slow around the world, there are a few exceptions. Here are some websites currently making captioned material available. (Thanks to Larry Goldberg from WGBH for providing these links.)
Peep and the Big Wide World is a cartoon series designed to introduce preschoolers to scientific concepts. A different episode is posted each day, and captions can be turned on by clicking a button. http://peepandthebigwideworld.com/videos/
WGBH’s site has excerpts with captions from the 10 O’Clock News that can be viewed on a Quicktime Player. http://main.wgbh.org/ton/gallery.html
PBS has episodes of the science program Nova with captions, playable on Windows Media Player. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/programs/index.html
Also on the PBS website are some short videos of African-America leader Marcus Garvey with captions, playable on a Flash player. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/garvey/sfeature/sf_words.html#
The website of the Tutankhamon exhibition currently touring the world has a short video that plays with captions. http://www.kingtut.org/flash/video/tut_cc.html
Captioned episodes of the NBC program Chuck are available for download. http://www.nbc.com/Chuck/video/episodes.shtml
Clips from the BBC’s Welsh-language soap opera Pobol Y Cwm can be viewed (with English captions). http://www.bbc.co.uk/cymru/pobolycwm/safle/videoexplorer/
TV spots made by DTV Answers to educate the American public about the switch to digital broadcasting can be viewed online with captions. http://www.dtvanswers.com/dtv_30spots.html
WGBH has set up the Rich Media Accessibility Website, ‘a growing collection of resources for developers and users interested in ways to make rich media accessible to people with disabilities’. http://ncam.wgbh.org/richmedia/
BCA annual conference included AD issues
National advocacy body Blind Citizens Australia (BCA) held its annual conference from 19-21 October 2007 in Melbourne. A range of accessibility technology was featured at its trade expo, including a display on audio description from Media Access Australia.  
At the welcome function, MAA CEO Alex Varley made a presentation on developments in audio description, including the release of high-rating Australian television series Kath and Kim Series 4 on DVD featuring audio description.
At its AGM, BCA also amended its constitution to include people with low vision.
TEITAC committee broadens access recommendations
The US Access Board organised an advisory committee in 2006 to review its standards and guidelines covering access standards for electronic and information technology covered by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act. These standards, which were published in 2000, cover products and technologies procured by the Federal government, including computer hardware and software, websites, phone systems, fax machines and copiers, among others. Section 508 requires Federal departments and agencies that develop, procure, maintain, or use electronic and information technology to ensure that Federal employees and members of the public with disabilities have access to and use of information and data, comparable to that of the employees and members of the public without disabilities.  
The advisory committee is TEITAC (Telecommunications and Electronic and Information Technology Advisory Committee) and its membership includes representatives from industry, disability groups, standard-setting bodies in the US and abroad, and government agencies, among others.  Australia’s Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission is a member and MAA CEO, Alex Varley, attended part of the November meeting.  
TEITAC met in Washington DC on Nov 13-16 and the provisions covering captioning and audio description (also known as ‘video description’ in the US) were discussed. The basic recommendation is that audio visual content needs to provide both captioning and audio description and that any equipment needs to support captioning and AD.  
The TEITAC report will be presented to the US Access Board on 7-9 January 2008, which will consider them when framing its standards and guideline.
The impact of this for the rest of the world, including Australia, is that it frames policy approaches in the largest market in the English-speaking world, and determines directions that equipment manufacturers and audio visual content providers will take.
For more information:  http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/update-index.htm
OFCOM releases research on experiences of hearing impaired consumers
The UK regulator has released its annual report into the consumer experience of telecommunications services, including digital television, the Internet and mobile telephones.  
The research focuses on vulnerable consumers, including seniors and those with a hearing impairment.  
The overall finding was that the take up of these services had increased among vulnerable consumers, but still lags behind the average take up for the general population. Significant barriers linked to affordability and confidence in using new technology still hampered these user groups in accessing services.
Focusing more on the hearing impaired consumers (whose experiences are detailed in a separate annex to the main report):  
4	There was still a low awareness of specialist equipment to assist people with hearing impairments, especially milder hearing loss. This was not surprising given that these consumers expected mainstream technology to deal with their needs.  
4	Consumers wanted devices and equipment that did not draw unnecessary attention to their hearing impairment and did not disrupt the experience of friends and family.
4	Captioning (called ‘subtitling’ in the UK) was widely used, but there were perceptions that the service was of lower quality on digital television, especially live captioning.
4	A lot more could be done in terms of consumer education and service for assistive and mainstream communications products, especially clear labelling of how they meet the needs of hearing impaired consumers, training of call centre and retail staff, and training for consumers on how to use these products.
4	Consumers wanted assistance schemes to focus on both financial assistance and training in use.
4	People with mild impairments wanted mainstream products to deal with their needs, or other equipment from mainstream suppliers.
The full report on impact on people with hearing impairments can be found at: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tce/ce07/annex5.pdf
U.S. Digital Closed Caption Summit
On 19 November 2007, over 60 TV industry representatives, caption producers and consumers met at AT&T's Washington D.C. headquarters to discuss caption reception problems on digital and high definition television. The meeting was convened by Larry Goldberg, director of the Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM) at WGBH. 
U.S. caption users are reporting a variety of problems at the moment, including digital receivers not displaying captions in some areas, equipment not being compatible with other equipment such as video recorders, and huge problems configuring HD equipment. As well as captioning, the summit also heard presentations about problems with the reception of video description (the American term for audio description).
Among consumer groups to attend were the American Association of People with Disabilities, the American Council of the Blind, the American Foundation for the Blind, Communication Service for the Deaf, Hearing Loss Association of America, and the National Association of the Deaf.  ABC Disney, CBS and PBS were among the broadcasters who sent representatives.
In the aftermath of the summit, NCAM has announced that follow-up activities will include:
4	Establishment of an ongoing technical task force to continue to trade information, update standards and share resolutions among all of the responsible organizations.
4	Provision of technical data stream analysis by caption encoder manufacturers.
4	Creation of a prototype, user-friendly Common Closed Caption Complaint (4C) web site where caption consumers will be able to enter all information necessary to troubleshoot caption problems. Such information will include the viewer's zip code, method of reception (cable, satellite, over-the-air), set-top-box and DTV equipment and program specifics. The proposed web site will distribute data regarding caption problems to those entities able to help resolve the problem; data gathered may also be distributed to other interested parties. Acquisition of resources for ongoing support of such a web site remains to be discussed.
FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION
ACMA review into children’s television standards
As reported in the last issue, ACMA recently called for submissions for a review of the guidelines for C (children’s) and P (preschool) programs, which screen on the commercial free-to-air networks.
MAA’s submission emphasised the importance of captioning and audio description on children’s programs. According to a 2005 UK study commissioned by Red Bee Media (formerly BBC Broadcast Ltd) and carried out by the National Deaf Society:
4	63% of Deaf children always watch captions when they are available.
4	Families felt that watching programs with captions allowed young people to feel equal to hearing viewers and able to be part of everyday life.
4	68% of schools felt that watching captions had a positive effect on literacy skills for both deaf and hearing children. Teachers felt that captions were particularly useful for reinforcing vocabulary.
4	72% of educationalists endorsed the importance of using TV programs to support delivery of the curriculum. 
While the area of audio description has been less developed, the same benefits attributed to captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired apply to audio described programs for the blind and vision impaired. A recent trend in access to various media is not to differentiate between the need to provide captioning and the need to provide audio description.
MAA’s recommendations are that:
4	All C and P programs are captioned for broadcast. (During the 2006 calendar year, 100% of P programs were broadcast with captions across the free-to-air commercial networks, but only 81% of C programs.)
4	All C and P programs are captioned and audio described for DVD, download and other format releases.

MAA’s full submission is available at: http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib310132/18_media_access_australia.pdf
Free-to-air television complaints
MAA received the following complaints about captions on free-to-air TV in the period August to October. These were made via the complaint form on our website, or by email.
4	7 complaints about programs not being captioned.
4	8 complaints about poor news captioning.
4	4 complaints about segments within captioned programs not being captioned.
4	6 complaints about intermittent or scrambled captions.
4	1 complaint about poor spelling in captions.
4	1 complaint about a rugby match screening at 11pm on a regional network without captions (although it was captioned for earlier screenings elsewhere).
4	2 complaints about scrambled or missing captions on a digital multichannel.
4	1 complaint about captions dropping out for a week on a Darwin station.
On a positive note, MAA has noticed a sharp drop in caption complaints made in August-October compared to previous periods. In particular, endemic problems with Nine’s digital captions and Ten’s captions on high-definition programs seem to have been resolved.
MAA’s complaint form may be found at: http://www.maafeedback.org.au/complaints/
CAPTIONED TV COMMERCIAL SURVEY
Australian free-to-air television stations are required by law to caption all news and current affairs programs and all programs broadcast during prime time (6pm – 10.30pm). There is no legislation covering TV commercials, which are captioned at the discretion of advertisers. 
In order to gain an insight into the level of captioning on Australian TV commercials, MAA conducted a survey over 28 days, from 1 October to 28 October. The Sydney transmissions of the Seven, Nine and Ten networks, and of SBS, were monitored on a rotating basis (i.e. 7 nights were monitored for each station during the survey period). The results are in the following table:
1/10/07 –
28/10/07
Commercials broadcast
Commercials Captioned
Commercials uncaptioned
% captioned
Seven
986
370
616
38%
Nine
761
200
561
26%
Ten
826
393
433
48%
SBS
314
120
194
38%
TOTALS
2887
1083
1804
37%
The figure of 37% for the percentage of total commercials captioned is 2% more than the figure obtained in MAA’s previous survey, which looked at commercials shown between 7/7/07 and 3/8/07. The full results of that survey are in this table:
7/707 –
3/8//07
Commercials broadcast
Commercials
Captioned
Commercials uncaptioned
% captioned
Seven
852
331
521
39%
Nine
777
158
619
20%
Ten
950
427
523
45%
SBS
313
97
216
31%
TOTALS
2892
1013
1879
35%
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
FOXTEL expands mobile services
FOXTEL has doubled the number of the number of channels available to mobile phone users via Telstra’s Next-G service, with more channels, including Sky Business News, planned for next year. This follows greater than expected demand for the service. FOXTEL now expects content delivered to mobile phones and other portable devices to be a key growth area. CEO Kim Williams noted that FOXTEL was committed to delivering “entertainment and information anywhere, any time”.
There is no captioning or audio description available on mobile Pay-TV services as yet.  
Sky Gnome no more
Sky in the UK has announced that it will no longer be selling the Sky Gnome, a portable device which picked up the audio from whatever TV or radio station a subscriber’s set-top box was tuned to. All existing Sky Gnomes will continue to work as normal.
New subscription TV channel captioned
Subscription TV program provider Showtime launched its new premium channel on Saturday, 1 December, with captions.
"SHOWCASE will provide an extensive selection of exclusive entertainment from Emmy award winning drama series, features and feature documentaries, launching with five Australian television premieres each week,” said Showtime's CEO Peter Rose. “The SHOWCASE programming line-up is unrivalled, and it is available at no extra cost to subscribers of the SHOWTIME suite of channels." 
SHOWCASE offers the premiere of the Australian drama Satisfaction, and original series Dexter, The Riches, The Tudors, Rome seasons 1 and 2, Meadowlands and John from Cincinnati.  All of these series will be captioned. 
DVDs
HREOC round table on DVD access
Since the last Media Access Report, the HREOC convened a full round table meeting to discuss the developments in DVD accessibility since its first meeting in February this year. 
The adoption of standardised labelling has started to take effect, not just with AVSDA members, but also some non-AVSDA members that have begun to use the terminology and layout. AVSDA has also formally released an accessibility framework that covers audio description and captioning, which is available on their website – www.avsda.com.au. 
Overall, the captioning rate has decreased slightly while the audio description (AD) rate has increased since the HREOC meetings first commenced.  
Below are some examples of different distributors’ accessibility levels. 
4	Roadshow is the only distributor to show significant increases in both captioning and AD. Its captioning rate has not fallen below 89% since the HREOC round table meetings commenced.  Roadshow’s AD rates only registered after the HREOC meetings commenced and have grown with every report.  
4	Similarly, Warner’s captioning rate is relatively steady yet high, and its AD rate has increased significantly since the HREOC meetings commenced. Warner’s quantity of titles though is significantly less than some of the other major distributors.  
4	Universal’s captioning rate has slightly decreased over the last 16 months but overall is steady. Universal has not audio described any titles since July 2006.  
4	Sony has the largest number of titles surveyed in the market over the last 16 months and has shown a declining captioning rate, yet has shown consistent AD rates since the HREOC meetings began. 
4	Buena Vista’s captioning rate has shown the biggest increase. Since the HREOC meetings began, Buena Vista has had 100% captioning rates in MAA’s surveys. Buena Vista’s AD rate leans towards an increase, yet recent releases show inconsistency compared to international releases of the same titles.  
4	Paramount is a steady and high rating captioner, yet has never had a release with AD.  
4	20th Century Fox is also a steady captioner and has had a number of releases with AD since the HREOC meetings commenced, yet these are sporadic.  
4	Madman’s captioning rate has shown an increase over the last 16 months, but nothing significant since the HREOC meetings commenced. It is yet to audio describe any titles.   
Australian TV series distributor leads the way on AD
Through the work of Roadshow Entertainment, Australia is taking the lead in including audio description on TV series released to DVD.  
Logie award-winning Kath & Kim, along with 2007 newcomer Sea Patrol, have had their fourth and first seasons respectively audio described and captioned.  Both box sets have audio description on every episode, with the one hour’s worth of bonus material for Kath & Kim being captioned as well.  
These titles represent a major breakthrough in audio description on DVD, with Kath & Kim regularly topping the ratings for Sunday evenings, and Sea Patrol being a major new Australian drama, described from the first season.  
These two titles, along with Thank God You’re Here Series 2 and a schedule of future Australian series with audio description, will take Australia ahead of other nations in terms of DVD access through audio description on TV series.  
Access on Blu-ray and market developments
Blu-ray as a format is a few years old now, but titles only started appearing in this format in the middle of 2006. The format offers five times more storage capacity than a standard DVD. One of the potential benefits of this extra capacity is to offer more access features, on top of the range of extras added to Blu-ray discs.  
To watch a Blu-ray disc requires a special Blu-ray player (not a standard DVD player). Some of the Blu-ray players are back-compatible and play standard DVDs as well. For full viewing benefit, a high definition television with a ‘home theatre’ style set up is optimal. This may restrict the proliferation of Blu-ray (and its rival HD-DVD), particularly as digital television sales are still relatively low and are expected to remain so until a firm timetable for analog switch off is declared. Ultimately, it is expected that the high definition DVD formats will totally replace standard DVDs.
Blu-ray outsells HD-DVD in Australia (the opposite situation to the Europe and USA).  However, Toshiba has just announced that it is dropping the price of its base model HD-DVD player to $499, making it cheaper than any Blu-ray player. Toshiba’s general manager, Mark Whittard, noted that the sub-$500 price-point was a significant take off point for the sale of standard DVD players a few years ago.  
JB H-Fi (one of the leading DVD outlets) had earlier announced that it would not be stocking the HD format, and has now changed its position so that it is stocking both the Toshiba player and HD-DVD discs.
At the time of publishing, about 160 titles had been released on the Australian market.  Media Access Australia has checked 116 of these. All are captioned. Only 9% are audio described, which contrasts with 26% of the standard DVD versions of the same titles offering audio description.
The audio described titles are:
4	Ant Bully
4	Are We Done Yet?
4	Gothika
4	Identity
4	Perfect Stranger
4	Reign Over Me
4	Rocky Balboa
4	Spiderman Trilogy (3 disk box set)
4	Spiderman 3 (2 disc edition)
4	The Pursuit of Happyness
CINEMA
Captioning in Australian cinemas
Open captioned movie screenings in August, September and October 2007 included:
4	Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
4	The Simpsons Movie
4	I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry
4	No Reservations
4	The Bourne Ultimatum
4	Ratatouille
4	Surf’s Up
4	Evan Almighty
4	Stardust
4	Rush Hour 3
4	The Nanny Diaries
These open captioned movies showed at:
4	Sydney – Greater Union George St
4	Melbourne – Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
4	Adelaide – Greater Union Megaplex Marion
4	Canberra – Hoyts Belconnen
4	Brisbane – Greater Union/Hoyts, Queen St Mall
4	Perth – Cinema City, Hay St / Hoyts Carousel, Cannington
4	Darwin – BCC Casuarina
4	Hobart – Village Hobart
4	Newcastle – Greater Union Glendale
4	Maroochydore – BCC Sunshine Plaza
Over August, September and October, an average of 76 people per week attended captioned screenings at these ten locations. In the previous three months (June – August) the average was 78 people, and from October 2005 to October 2007, the average was 53 people.
Over the same period, the average difference in days between the captioned release of each title and the general release was 12 days. From October 2005 to the end of October 2007, the average was 16 days.
New location for Perth captioned films
Hoyts City Cinema Perth, previously the venue for Perth’s captioned films, has now closed. Since October 19, captioned films have been screened at Hoyts Carousel, Cannington, in Perth’s south-eastern suburbs. 
All advertising for captioned sessions in Perth now reflect this move. 
Hoyts Carousel, Cannington
1382 Albany Hwy
Cannington 6107 WA
Ph: (08) 9351 2500
No audio description in Australian cinemas yet
The DTS access system is currently used in ten cinemas across Australia for showing captioned movies. The system has the capability of showing audio described films if an added module costing a few thousand dollars is purchased. Many access disks that are used to show the captions also have audio description tracks.
Of the 99 movies shown with captions since 5 October 2006, 66 movies (67%) also had an audio description track, which means they could have been accessed by blind and vision impaired patrons, had the cinemas been equipped with the audio description component of the system.
Captioned cinema expansion in Ontario, Canada
The Caption Movies Now Coalition has won an out-of-tribunal settlement for increased cinema captioning. The Cineplex, Alliance Atlantis, Rainbow Cinemas, AMC Theatre and Universal Studios all agreed to provide captioned cinema in the province of Ontario. Paramount Pictures did not settle and this is still before the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal.
The settlement will see 19 theatre complexes across Ontario install new captioning technology by the end of 2008, plus seven further theatre complexes and every newly opened theatre complex between 2009 and 2013. This ‘new technology’ is believed to be handheld captioning units. Cineplex Entertainment will also maintain its existing complement of Rear Window Captioning units.
In the event that the new technologies do not become commercially available, then each exhibitor has agreed to a number of Rear Window Captioning installations or open captioning at selected theatres.
The exhibitors have also agreed to provide visible signage regarding the availability and schedules of movies with closed captioning at applicable theatres. Further, a monitor has been appointed under the agreement to ensure that settlement obligations are being met and to resolve any disputes between the parties.
Whilst the case only covers Ontario, it is expected that its success could lead to more caption access across Canada.
For more information:  www.captionmoviesnow.com
Using Rear Window
On a recent trip to the USA, Media Access Australia's CEO, Alex Varley, tested America's most popular cinema captioning system, Rear Window (RW). Here's what he thought of it.
Rear Window is a closed captioning system designed by Mopix (part of WGBH and the National Center for Accessible Media) for cinemas. It has approximately 40% of the market share in America and is installed in both regular and IMAX cinemas.  
The system works with an LED display fixed at the back of the auditorium.
As a regular caption user I had no real issues with adjusting to the Rear Window display system.  In the regular cinema at the AMC Georgetown in Washington DC (seeing We Own the Night), I sat on one side about a third of the way from the front of the screen. 
The reflector fitted snugly into the drinks holder and was easy to adjust. I adjusted the captions to ‘display’ in various places and found that I preferred viewing them in the middle of the screen (this may have been due to the type of movie). The captions were timed perfectly and displayed as dull orange and were easily readable. The translucent reflector slightly darkened the part of the image on the movie, but not annoyingly so. The captions were in the same field of view as the rest of the movie, so there was no eyestrain from using them.
The Imax RW experience was tested at the National Air and Space Museum in Washington DC (the film was Adrenaline Rush). According to WGBH, this was the first location for Rear Window to be installed. As IMAX theatres generally don't have popcorn/drinks holders, the reflector used a screw bracket holder, which was a little awkward to use and keep firmly attached.  
The captions worked perfectly. I positioned them at the bottom of the huge screen and included them in my scanning of the whole screen (the whole point of an IMAX is that the screen is larger than your field of vision), so you need to look around the screen to get the full effect. The movie wasn't very dialogue heavy, so glancing down to read the caption and then looking around the screen again wasn't a problem at all.
The end product is comparable to open caption systems, although the viewer experience is not as good as a projected open caption (which is probably the ‘ideal’ from a caption viewer's perspective). However, the practical benefit of being able to go to any session in that cinema that is captioned would far outweigh the slight drop in viewer experience. Rear Window also supports audio description, using conventional headphone systems.
The customer service experience in the AMC couldn't really be judged as I was given a tour and demonstration by the cinema manager. The Rear Window demonstration captions were always on, so I could adjust the reflector before the movie started. In the IMAX, the Rear Window display did not enable until the movie started. This meant that I had to adjust the reflector (and its awkward bracket) once the movie had started. This could be improved by staff helping the Rear Window customer in the theatre itself.  
For more information on Rear Window, see www.mopix.org
ACCESS FOR EDUCATION MEDIA
A lot of attention has been placed on making mainstream media accessible and this has had some flow-on to accessible media used in education, particularly where mainstream titles are used as part of ‘popular culture’ studies, or where DVD versions of literature classics are audio described or captioned. However, it is widely acknowledged that non-entertainment audio-visual material is not being made accessible to anywhere near the same level. This has become a major issue worldwide due to the current educational approach of integrating hearing impaired and low vision students into mainstream school systems. These students are then ‘supported’ through specialist teaching resources, including accessible versions of audio-visual materials.  
This section reports on a major initiative in the USA dealing with a range of AV materials, and a UK initiative to include disabled students in a mainstream program.
The Described and Captioned Media Program
The most comprehensive approach to this issue is an American initiative, the Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP). This has recently undergone significant change to provide more of a focus on the needs of blind and low vision students.
The DCMP can trace its origins to the captioned films for the Deaf programs that began in the 1940s. The director of the DCMP, Bill Stark and his wife Dianne Stark, both have backgrounds in Deaf education and programs. The project is run under the auspices of the National Association of the Deaf, but is really a partnership between the Starks and the NAD. This is one of the reasons why it operates out of rural South Carolina (Spartanburg, SC), where the Starks live. Also, in the age of Internet commerce and e-business, there are no significant barriers created by it being coordinated outside of the Washington DC Beltway, or the Californian AV production heartland.  
The program is funded by the US Federal Department of Education and has a budget of about US$7.5m over 5 years. It is now in the second year of this grant cycle.  
How it operates
The goal of the program is very simple – to make AV materials used in classrooms available in captioned and audio described formats. It is restricted to school education (Kindergarten – Year 12), although one of the side benefits of the program is that the materials it makes accessible are potentially available, through the DVD distributors, to a general audience.
The program manages all stages of the process:  identification and selection of titles; commissioning the captioning and description of those titles; distribution via a lending service or through downloads; marketing the program and expanding use of the titles.  
Identification and selection
Titles are identified via a range of methods, including teacher recommendation, lists from state and district school boards, and parents and distributors nominating their titles. As the program aims to provide access to widely-used titles, they will usually have already been released in non-accessible form (which is a contrast to the MAA-administered DVD captioning grant for education and community titles, which mainly deals with unreleased DVDs).
Distributors/producers are then contacted and invited to include their short listed titles in the program.  
All of the submitted/identified titles are vetted by DCMP and its advisory boards (comprising blind and deaf education experts, community leaders, etc). As only a small percentage of submitted titles can be funded, the most widely used titles tend to be made accessible, or titles dealing with subjects on which there is very little material available. One of the benefits of the system is it also allows distributors to highlight titles that they have already captioned or described, and these feed into the general pool of accessible titles.  
The list is approved and then captioned/described by independent access suppliers. DCMP has the right to unlimited copies of the DVD and the right to use it for access distribution (US copyright laws are very different to Australia and this is a major issue to negotiate). Typically they obtain 20 copies of the DVD for their centralised library in Oklahoma.
Quality control and standards
The DCMP takes a slightly different approach to standards and quality control than is usual with entertainment titles, which are captioned and described according to ‘universally accepted standards’. The DCMP looks at the material and how it is going to be used in a classroom setting, then uses that to assist with the captions and description. So description might be more comprehensive, even cutting over some of the soundtrack, if that is needed to get the visual point across to assist the blind/low vision student. There is some value judgement involved in this, but they are experienced specialist educators and feel this is more appropriate than the standard approach to access.
Reading speeds are also adjusted for the audience. Typically these range from 120-150 words per minute.
Each title is vetted after captioning/description to ensure absolute quality control.
DCMP has developed comprehensive captioning standards and is currently finalising its audio description standards (as it is in the very early stages of including description). A quota of titles is also to be captioned in Spanish (reflecting this as a major language group in the USA – US television also has Spanish caption quotas).
Distribution
There are two main ways that DCMP provides material to students: through a library service or through downloads. In both cases the school has an account and accesses materials through this. The lending library is centralised in Oklahoma (which is near the geographic centre of the USA and also has a Deaf school that was willing to manage the library). It mails the DVDs to users free of charge.  Downloads work from the DCMP server.
The reason that the focus is on a library service, rather than making schools buy the titles outright, is that the cost of titles can be high (typical of lower volume specialist titles) and a school may only have one deaf or blind student at a time (or for many years) and just needs the title for a week or two.  
Another important aspect of distribution management is ‘weeding’ the collection to ensure that out-of-date material is removed from distribution (due to being updated, or changes in the way a subject is taught).
Promotion 
DCMP has evolved into a major information source on accessible AV material for students and others. It is also involved in promoting the use of captions and audio description to the general community, especially in educational settings.  
Audience feedback is received via a survey card sent out with each title, which can also be completed online. This is a grant requirement, but also provides valuable feedback on the quality of the accessibility, the usefulness of the title and its subject matter, and how it is being used in the classroom.
For more information:  www.dcmp.org
UK National Schools Film Week made accessible
A UK education initiative to encourage school students to attend movies has been made accessible. The popular National Schools Film Week included captioned and audio described sessions for the first time this year. Now in its 12th year, National Schools Film Week allows school children (both primary and secondary) to see free movies across the UK.  
Nearly 300,000 children participated and saw around 1,500 films in over 500 cinemas throughout the UK. About 300 of these sessions were captioned and/or described.  Every school in the UK received the National Schools Film Week program. 
The NSFW ran from 15-19 October 2007 in England, Wales and Northern Ireland and from 29 October–2 November in Scotland.
For more information: www.nsfw.org	
THE ARTS
STAGETEXT CEO visits Australia
In late September, Media Access Australia hosted a visit by the CEO of STAGETEXT in the UK, which coincided with which coincided with the Arts Activited conference run by Accessible Arts in Sydney
Tabitha Allum brought a wealth of experience and knowledge to pass on to attendees at both the conference and two informal, participatory information sessions on captioning and audio description in the arts.  
With her expertise in audience development, disability arts and access, arts administrators attending the information sessions had the opportunity to network with their peers, share experiences, and open various lines of communication. As a keynote speaker at the Arts Activated conference, Tabitha’s messages were heard by artists, arts producers and funders from across Australia, with many positive comments being received.  
Arts Access, as host to Tabitha while in Melbourne, also arranged a series of meetings with major Victorian arts companies and State Government arts body, Arts Victoria.
STAGETEXT promotes and provides captioning in theatres across the United Kingdom. STAGETEXT is also involved in the UK Government-funded See A Voice project to expand cultural experiences across the nation, for people with hearing and vision impairments. 
Allum’s visit should act as a catalyst for the rollout of access in Australian performing arts, including the development of supplier choice.
Upcoming captioned theatre sessions
The following table lists the upcoming captioned theatre sessions:
Where
What
When
Melbourne Theatre Company
The Season At Sarsparilla
Rock ‘n’ Roll
The 39 Steps
Scarlett O’Hara at the Crimson Parrot
The Hypocrite
9 February, 4pm
22 March, 4pm
3 May, 4pm
28 June, 4pm
6 December, 4pm
Canberra Theatre Centre 
Menopause the Musical
Heroes
As You Like It
The Year of Magical Thinking
My Fair Lady
Steven Berkoff in ‘One Man’
Anatomy Titus Fall of Rome
1 March, 2pm
5 April, 2pm
3 May, 1:30pm
5 July, 2pm
16 August, 1:30pm
18 September, 8pm
18 October, 1:30pm
Queensland Theatre Centre
Heroes
1 December, 2pm
Glen Street Theatre
The Club
Heroes
Wharf
Strangers in Between
The Year of Magical Thinking
Keating!
Tell Me On a Sunday
Valley Song
Codgers
Bombshells
20 February, 11am and 8pm
12 March, 11am and 8pm
2 April, 11am and 8pm
21 May, 11am and 8pm
11 June, 11am and 8pm
23 July, 11am and 8pm
13 August, 11am and 8pm
27 August, 11am and 8pm
17 September, 11am and 8pm
22 October, 11am and 8pm
Upcoming audio described theatre sessions
The following table lists upcoming audio described theatre sessions:
Where
What
When
Melbourne Theatre Company
The Madwoman of Chaillot
The Season At Sarsparilla
The Season at Sarsparilla
Don Juan in Soho
Don Juan in Soho
Rock ‘n’ Roll
Rock ‘n’ Roll
Love Song
Love Song
The 39 Steps
The 39 Steps
Frost/Nixon
Frost/Nixon
Scarlett O’Hara at the Crimson Parrot
Scarlett O’Hara at the Crimson Parrot
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Ninety
Ninety
The Hypocrite
The Hypocrite
1 December, 4pm
29 January, 6:30pm
2 February, 4pm
12 February, 6:30pm
16 February, 4pm
15 March, 4pm
18 March, 6:30pm
8 April, 6:30pm
12 April, 4pm
19 April, 4pm
22 April, 6:30pm
24 June, 6:30pm
28 June, 4pm
1 July, 6:30pm
5 July, 4pm
2 September, 6:30pm
6 September, 4pm
16 September, 6:30pm
20 September, 4pm
25 November, 6:30pm
29 November, 4pm
Sydney Theatre Company
Halpern and Johnson
Halpern and Johnson
13 December, 8:15pm
15 December, 5pm
Canberra Theatre Centre
Menopause the Musical
Heroes
As You Like It
The Year of Magical Thinking
My Fair Lady
Steven Berkoff in ‘One Man’
Anatomy Titus Fall of Rome
29 February, 8pm
4 April, 7pm
2 May, 7:30pm
4 July, 8pm
14 August, 7:30pm
17 September, 8pm
17 October, 7:30pm
Multipurpose Met Titles
New York’s Metropolitan Opera has developed its own surtitling system for translation of foreign language operas. What sets ‘The Met’ apart from other opera venues is that its Met Titles system will also provide captions for English language operas, allowing Deaf and hearing impaired patrons to follow these as well.  
Met Titles are a custom designed system for simultaneous translation. They are seen on individual screens on the seat backs, on stanchions and at most standing room locations.  
The screens are personally controlled so that patrons not wishing to view Met Titles can turn them off. Polarising of the screens also makes them hard to see from either side, minimising intrusion on neighbouring seats.  
The Met provides Met Titles as a free service. 
For more information, visit 
http://www.metoperafamily.org/metopera/season/visit/met_titles.aspx 
A brief history of surtitles
The development of surtitles (subtitling of operas) provides an interesting insight into the intricacies, both technical and linguistic, of presenting the arts to not just a foreign language audience but to audience members who are hearing impaired.  
Jonathan Dean has been preparing and cueing English surtitles, which are projected above the stage for all productions of the Seattle Opera, since 1997. He gave a speech at the International Translators and Interpreters Day event held in Seattle, Washington in 2001.  
Below are excerpts from his speech, written by Nancy Gettler for the NOTIS Newsletter of the Northwest Translators and Interpreters Society, Volume 14, No. 4, Winter 2001.  
The history of surtitles began when the famed coloratura soprano, Beverly Sills, brought the idea back from China and hired film subtitler Sonya Friedman to do surtitles for televised opera productions. The first surtitles as we know them were introduced in 1983 at the Toronto Opera by Lofti Mansouri in a performance of Elektra by Richard Strauss. The technique spread quickly, and the Seattle Opera jumped on board early on with a surtitled performance of Wagner’s Tannhäuser in 1984.
In the early days of surtitles, the text was on slides so that one needed a battle plan to keep track of them all and advance the carousel. Even a comparatively short opera like Elektra needed 550 slides. Wagner’s Ring, for instance, would have needed more than 4000 slides, truly a logistical nightmare. With modern technology, surtitling has become relatively easy. Using PowerPoint, the computer is wired into the projector, and one person can easily accomplish the entire task. The surtitles are usually projected above the proscenium arch. The other method, which is used at The Met because its construction makes projection above the stage awkward, consists of installing a small calculator-size screen on the back of each chair.
As far as the translation itself is concerned, Dean quoted the French saying, “traduire, c’est trahir” – “to translate is to betray”, reminding the audience of the complexity of literary translation, which must fulfil a number of other criteria. One of the most stringent criteria is length. At two lines of about 40 characters each, space is at a premium, forcing the translator to look for concise means of expression. 
Antiquated or bombastic language presents a special challenge. When translating the text, Dean said that he takes care to bring the meaning across, and in addition to all the tricky linguistic problems, there’s the music. In the ideal case, the cadence of the words will match the music. Another problem that he has to deal with is laughter. In the case of a comic opera or the occasional comic line, the words need to be carefully calibrated so that laughter does not obscure the music or upstage the singer.
When asked how long it takes him to translate an opera, Dean said that normally it takes a couple of months. However, it took him a full 9 months to translate the 4 operas of Wagner’s Ring.  

